
Measurement & Calibration Laboratory 

(Department of Industrial & Manufacturing Engineering) 

Introduction  

Measurement and Calibration Lab. Located at the ground floor of 

Manufacturing Technologies development center (MTDC) has state-of-

the-art machinery for making all types of measurements. Experiments 

related to various courses of B.Sc. Industrial & Manufacturing 

Engineering are performed in this laboratory. In addition, the students 

of B.Sc., M.Sc., and Ph.D. use these machines during their research 

projects.  The laboratory has also facilitated the local industry for 

carrying out calibration of CNC machines. 

Lab. Staff 

Muhammad Iftikhar      (Lab. Supervisor) 

Shahbaz Hussain            (Lab. Assistant) 

 

Lab. Equipment 

The following high-tech equipment is currently being used in the lab: 

Laser Calibration System for CNC Machines 

Used for measuring the following errors in CNC machines: 

 Positioning errors of an axis 

 Angular movement errors of an axis 



 Straightness errors of an axis 

 Squareness of one axis to another 

 Flatness errors of a table surface 

 

 

 

 



Ball Bar Kit and Calibrator 

 A precision measurement tool that collects axis movement when 

moving in circular motion. 

 Errors such as backlash, level/squareness, servo mismatch, 

reversal spikes, vibration, stick slip, and other problems in 

machines can be determined.  

 

 

 

 

 



Coordinate Measuring Machines 

CNC Coordinate Measuring Machines     02 

Manual Coordinate Measuring Machine  01 

 Used for measuring very complex and intricate parts with 

accuracy upto 0.001mm 

 CCD camera is provided with manual CMM for measuring very 

small features of an object  

 Helpful for reverse engineering of components 

 

 

 

 



Profile Projector 

 Used for measuring different features of an object with high 

accuracy upto 0.001mm 

 A sketch of component can be traced with the help of glass screen 

 Lenses of 10X, 25X, 50X, and 100X are available to obtain required 

magnification 

 

 



Vibration Analyzer 

 Used for measuring the following faults in machinery: 

 Unbalance 

 Misalignment 

 Mechanical Looseness 

 Structural resonance 

 Bearing faults 

 Belt alignment problems 

 Gear tooth damage and alignment faults 

 Faults in electric motors 

 

 A VibDemo unit is provided with the vibration analyzer to 

simulate the above mention faults. 

 



Rockwell/Superficial Rockwell Hardness 

Testing Machine  

 Used to determine the hardness of different specimens by 

indentation 

 Both diamond and steel ball indenters are available 

 Test loads available are: 

 Rockwell                         60, 100, 150 kgf 

 Superficial Rockwell      15, 30, 45 kgf 

 

 

 



Surface Texture Measuring Equipment 

 Portable instrument used to measure the surface texture of a 

component 

 Suitable for use in both workshop and laboratory 

 Parameters available for surface texture evaluation are: Ra Rz, Rt, 

Rp, Rmr, RPc, Rv, Rz1max Rsk, Rda 

 

 

 

 

 


